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Details of Visit:

Author: bottom liner
Location 2: Bedford Town
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 18 Jul 2010 3.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Intimate Massage
Website: http://www.intimatemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01234350036

The Premises:

Intimate well known to all. Discreet entrance. Cosy area where you can meet the available girls if
you haven't pre-booked. Baths in all the rooms. Well-appointed.

The Lady:

Gorgeous petite version of Naomi Campbell. Long dark hair with hint of red/brown in it. Not big in
chest area for those for whom that is important. Lovely enchanting personality. Tender, affectionate,
interesting, intelligent. Intimate generally has pretty good girls on their books, but this one has
superstar potential.

The Story:

Just had 2 fabulous punts here in the same weekend. One was with a Brazilian called Natasha and
the other with Anita. Sadly the rules are that I can only FR one, so Anita it is. Sorry Natasha.

Brief word about the money. Included extra for anal and tip. The anal didn't work out because I
wasn't quite hard enough for her tiny bum. Let her keep the money as the session was generally so
brilliant but she did offer it back.

A brief get-tot-know-you chat then eyes downn for some cracking oral followed by sex in different
positions. Finished in amazing doggy where her hip movements were in exact sync with my rapid-
fire thrusts so that an earth-shattering climax was pretty much guaranteed. Don't know if this was
accidental or great technique on her part, but this was like nothing I've ever experienced before.
She kisses passionately too. Afterwards we kissed and stroked tenderly, and chatted some more.

Came away on an all-time high.
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